
Generation Give is a Youth Philanthropy Programme, where selected students 
spend 20 sessions over 20 weeks, learning essential skills from proven leaders 
to further their professional careers. In short, every Monday, you will be exposed 
to a new topic ranging from; Marketing, Governance, Entrepreneurship, and 17 
others.
On each of those weeks, a guest speaker prominent in that specific field will 
deliver an informative discussion and answer any questions from you and 
members of the committee. After learning all of these skills, Generation Give 
offers you the opportunity to apply your newfound knowledge to the community 
around you. Through the combined effort of the Generation Give committee 
and YPNZ (Youth Philanthropy New Zealand), over $10,000 will be fundraised. The 
responsibility of where to direct that money in your community, will fall on your 
capable shoulders.
Finally, the most crucial part of Generation Give is that it is run solely and 
completely by young people. It should be stressed that the committee should 
not be seen as a teacher/student relationship. Your youth mentor and even the 
guest speakers that visit will be treating you as colleagues. We are all equal in 
this programme.

Thinking about applying?
The other side of this page serves as our application for this programme. There 
are absolutely no restrictions on who in your school can apply. You may notice 
that the application is quite unique. We will not ask how you do in other classes, 
what awards or honours you have received elsewhere, or if you are in any other 
clubs. Additionally, you can answer the questions in whatever way you want, it is 
not necessarily an essay question (although essays are fine too!). Just express 
yourself in whatever way feels comfortable. 

The whole point of this programme is to form a coalition of students that 
represents the people around them in their community, this means we are 
looking for a very broad range of personalities, skills and backgrounds. Plus, I 
promise, it is actually really fun.

- Your new youth mentor

Info to applicants
Generation Give



Pukekohe Generation Give 2021 
Application

Name:

Email:

Phone Number:

School:

Year Level:

       • If I had a tree that grew money, I would…

Please respond to this question in any way you want
 (bullet points, essay, video, poem, interpretive dance etc.)

Send your response in to chris@ypnz.org, include PKHS application 
in the subject line, and your personal details in the body seaction.

Applications close on Friday the 12 th of March.
For more information see ypnz.org/apply2021

Please note, our meetings are on Mondays after school for 2 hours. We understand 
occasionally not being able to make a certain meeting, but we treat you as professionals, and 

expect to be informed of an absence in advance.

Photo:  Some students from the WHS 
Generation Give 2020 Programme 
running a weekly meeting.


